VOTE MICHAEL CHESSUM #1
FOR BLOCK OF 15
This year, I am running for Vice
President (Higher Education), and I am
running to win. However, if I don’t, I
would still like to continue as a member
of the NEC in order to fight for the
future of education and ensure that
NUS is as relevant as possible to
grassroots activists.

VOTE MIKE
WILLIAMSON #2

I’m also asking my supporters to give
their second preference vote to Mike
Williamson. Mike has a brilliant record
as a principled, independent anti-cuts
activist in Edinburgh and with the
National Campaign Against Fees and
Cuts.

I stand for:
·
·
·
·
·
·

Education as an accessible public service, funded by progressive taxation
A serious grassroots strategy: a big, board coalition to defeat attacks on education and
public services and win a public argument, with national demos, direct action and strikes
Decent grants for every FE and school student.
Fighting and democratic student unions, run by directly their members.
Liberation and anti-fascism at the heart of NUS
Internationalism: fighting injustice and oppression wherever they are

My record:
NUS NEC member and founder of the National Campaign Against
Fees and Cuts
· Consistent and principled public voice against fees, cuts and
privatisation
· Key role in the 2010 wave of student protests
· Lead organiser of the NCAFC national demo 2011, putting the
fight against the white paper on the political agenda for the first
time, with few resources.
· Assisted activists and officers all over the country in opposing
cuts
Education and Campaigns Officer at UCL Union, 2010-11:
· Oversaw the transformation of activist culture on campus
· Successfully lobbied for an access agreement that prioritised
bursaries
· Saved and expanded library hours and support services
· Helped fight off massive cuts to several departments
· Won a promise for the Living Wage for cleaners, and opposed
outsourcing

"Michael has proved to be
one of the most inspirational
figures to have emerged
from the student movement.
Students need a leadership
with courage, principle and
strategic ability; Michael has
all three in abundance. We
need to take the fight to the
Tories' cuts agenda more
than ever - and Michael will
do just that." OWEN JONES,
author of ‘Chavs:
demonization of the working
class’
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